If Eve could retell her story, do you think
she would share it any differently?
“If ever someone had found and resurrected the missing
half of the Bible, it would be Ayn Cates Sullivan. Let your
entire soul exhale at the sheer relief of receiving the long
lost (and long repressed) heritage of the Goddess.”

— Christina Sophia Stellarum, MDiv. Harvard University

“An outstanding and beautifully illustrated study.”

— Dr Leonee Ormond, Kings College London

Legends of the Grail: Stories of Celtic Goddesses is a
collection of Irish myths and legends told in the traditional
way, with a twist. Each Goddess, generally demonized or
misunderstood, has the chance to retell her story in a way
that liberates her from centuries of misunderstanding.
Some of the legends date back eight thousand years,
yet the wisdom is timeless.
“Extraordinary! A tapestry of the writer’s gold is woven
with legend, mystery, poem, prayer, history and myth!”

— Bruce L. Erikson, MotherEarth Media
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“A thrilling leap from the revered legacy of Joseph Campbell.”
—Susan Allan CEO The Marriage Forum, Inc.

Distributed by New Leaf and BCH Fulfillment,
available on Amazon and all major bookstores
Ayn Cates Sullivan, MA, MFA, Ph.D. is an award winning and best selling
author. She holds a master’s degree in spiritual psychology from USM, and
a masters and doctorate in literature from Columbia University and King’s
College London. She currently lives with her husband, two children and
variety of horses and pets on a ranch in Santa Ynez, California. Her educational
experiences coupled by life lead her into the study and practice of what makes
one whole.
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Stories to inspire both young and mature
with their timeless messages
A Story of Becoming: A Winner of Over 18 Literary
Awards—and an Amazon Best Seller
“A Story of Becoming reveals the miracle of life. This allegorical
narrative may be diminutive in pages, but it is extensive in meaning.
Elements of truth buried beneath the surface of the narrative resemble
the nutrients held within the soil that nourishes nature’s fauna. I read it
several times, discovering hidden gems of understanding each time.
Sullivan’s writing style is sensory, simplistic, and eloquently imaginative.
Belle Crow DuCray’s artwork illustrates the story beautifully, bringing
depth and animation to Sullivan’s words. The fantasy fable’s theme
echoes the unique purpose of life. Its mood is magical; nuances of awe,
child-like innocence, and the wonderment of creation meld together
masterfully. Sullivan creates balance in the narrative by portraying
the challenges of life with the fortitude to overcome by becoming
who you are destined to be. A Story of Becoming will inspire both
young and mature with its timeless message.” —Cheryl E. Rodriguez for Readers’ Favorite

Sparkle and the Gift: A Multiple Award Winner including the
GOLD Award of Excellence by the Mom’s Choice Awards
“Ayn Cates Sullivan’s colorfully illustrated children’s book, Sparkle and the
Gift, serves to remind all of us, young and old, of our divine purpose
in protecting nature, in taking care of our world. The story is written
like a fable which, like all fables, has the purpose of teaching the reader
valuable lessons. Using metaphors of color and light, the author
develops a charming story about careful guardianship, the result
being a well-kept, colorful, beautiful garden. A wonderful story.”
—Emily-Jane Hills Orford for Readers’ Favorites
Sparkle and the Gift
ISBN: 978-0-9970467-3-1 (Hard cover, $18.99)
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